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A metaphysical philosophical concept used in literature to describe things that are beyond the description of physical existence. It is designed to clarify the fundamental nature of being and the world and is often used as an argument to describe the intellectual or emotional state a person passes. It is intentionally inserted
to make the audience think about things they never imagined. While this is often considered to be a complex phenomenon, it plays a key role in promoting the idea of the text. In literature, metaphysical is often used with poetry. This is a type of poetry written in the seventeenth century. Etymologically metaphysical is a
combination of two words meta and physical. The values are clear that he is dealing with things that are beyond this existence of the physical world. The peculiarities of metaphysical poetrymetphysical texts are based on wit and often deal with serious questions about the existence of God and the propensity of man to
perceive this world. In metaphysical poetry serious issues are discussed with a touch of humor. In that sense, it makes the seriousness a little light in intensity. Metaphysical poetry elevates readers to their normal existence to make their question undeniable. Metaphysical texts offer comparisons of unlikely things and are
loaded with vanity, paradoxes, irony, and they are controversial, intelligent, realistic and rational in their approach. Examples of metaphysical elements in LiteratureExample #1A Valediction: John Donn's Prohibition of Mourning If there are two, then two, since there are two rigid double compasses; Your soul, a fixed leg,
doesn't make the show to move, but doth if others do. And while he's in the middle of sitting, yet when other distant doths roam, he bends down and hearkens after him, and grows straight as it comes home. Such withering you be to me, who must, like other feet th, obliquely run; Your hardness makes my circle easy,
and makes me finish where I started. The poem appreciates the beauty of spiritual love. The poet painted a vivid picture of his eternal connection, which keeps him tied to his beloved, even when they are apart. This is a very good example of metaphysical text in literature, as Donne used metaphysical vanity to show a
comparison between the spiritual aspect of man and the physical thing in the world. He compared his spiritual and holy love to the feet of a geometric compass. An example of #2To His Coy Mistress Andrew MarvellNow so, while the young hue sits on the skin like morning dew, and while your ready soul occurs in every
pore with instant lights, now let's sport us while we can, and now as love birds of prey, and immediately our time is devoured than languishing in his slowly crackling power. Let's roll all our strength and all our sweets into one ball, and break our pleasures with a rough fight through the iron gates of life: way, though we
can't make our sun stand still, but we'll him to run. The poet, being an obsessive lover, used tense arguments throughout the poem to convince his shy mistress to be close to him. He makes various arguments to convince her. He compares fast time to chariot, hurrying by and compares his slow-growing love to
vegetable love. All these abstract ideas are presented through a cascade of images. Examples of metaphysical arguments are shown with puns, paradoxes, classical myth, historical and biblical references. An example #3The Henry VaughanO's Retreat as I long drive back and tread again on that ancient track! What I
could once again reach this plain Where first I left my glorious train, from where y 'enlightened spirit sees that shady city of palm trees. But, oh! my soul with too much being drunk, and reeling along the way. Some people advance the movement of love; But I step back to move, and when this dust falls into the urn, in the
state I came, come back. The poem includes the feelings of a speaker who wants to retreat into his innocent childhood. The central metaphysical characteristic of the poem is vanity, which he used to compare life with a long journey. Through this vanity, the poet unfolds the philosophical idea that the soul belongs to the
sky before this earthly existence. The poem expresses its deep hope that it may return to the state from which it originally came. An example of #4The By Poole by George Herbert When God first made a man, having a glass of blessings standing next to him, let's, he said, pour on him all we can. Let the world's wealth
that dispelled the lies, contract in between. Thus, the force first made the way; Then beauty flowed, then wisdom, honor, pleasure. When almost everything was out, God made a stay, perceiving that, alone with all his treasures, Rest at the bottom lay . This poem is one of the famous metaphysical religious poems. The
poet used a mechanical device, pulley, as a metaphysical vanity to uncover the truth about why people are so restless in the world. He says that wisdom, strength, pleasure, honor, and a number of other blessings are the greatest rewards that God bestows on man. But when people are at rest, they gradually lose all
these characteristics. To get them back on track, God must deprive them of peace. However, this whimsical and mysterious philosophy is possible only in metaphysical poetry. Metaphysical Poetry Value and FunctionMetaphysical Poetry serves as a pause for the audience. This gives them an opportunity to ponder ideas
that are not normally considered and unique. The complex approach of metaphysical poetry allows readers to focus on things that exist outside this world. It also allows writers to express their inner thoughts in verse, although higher cognitive skills are needed to understand and abstract ideas presented in metaphysical
texts. IntroductionMay - OriginCharacteristicsConclution Of Metaphysical Poets - a term coined poet and critic Samuel Johnson, who describes a free group of 17th-century English lyrical poets whose works were characterized by widespread use of vanity, guesswork and speculation on topics such as love, religion, etc.
most of them did not know each other and did not read each other. Metaphysical poetry is extremely clever and witty. It is deeply religious, but also ironic. It's a little different from other types of poetry. Poems classified in this category have the same characteristics. All of them are highly intellectualized, use strange
images and contain complex thoughts. Meaning - The origin of the word meta means after. Thus, metaphysics deals with issues that cannot be explained by science. It questions the nature of reality philosophically. Metaphysics can cover a wide range of topics from religious to consciousness. Metaphysics is research
and philosophy, not science and mathematics. Theme Characteristics: Metaphysical poetry is a spiritual and often religious topic. Moreover, it focuses on love as a union of the soul. Literary devices: Metaphysical poetry uses metaphors, puns, paradoxes and a meter to create drama and tension. In addition, metaphysical
poetry uses scientific, medical and legal words and phrases to create arguments about the philosophical aspect of life. Poets: Metaphysical poets were people of high intelligence. All of them graduated from Oxford University, Cambridge University or studied at a courthouse in London. Through their extensive knowledge,
they presented new ideas and stories to their readers. Uncertainty: Metaphysical poetry is considered highly ambiguous and obscure due to the high intelligence and knowledge of metaphysical poets. Poetry is very difficult to understand in the first reading. It needs full concentration and full attention to get to the root of
the issue. Short poems: Metaphysical poetry is considered brief and concise. Each line conveys many meanings in a few words. Each word is adjusted in each line, like a brick in a wall, and conveys the message of the author. Therefore, there is no loss of words. Poetry Statements: Metaphysical poetry is an extensive
collection of maxims and sayings. Thus, epigrammatic quality is an integral part of metaphysical poetry. John Donne is a pioneer in this regard. Metaphysical vanity: An important feature of metaphysical poetry is the use of metaphysical vanity. It is a unique quality of metaphysical poetry. Vanity is a comparison of two
dissimilar things that may have very little in common. For example, Abraham Cowley in his poem Mistress compares his love for ladies with the habit of traveling to different countries of the world. Originality: Originality is a hallmark of metaphysical poets. All metaphysical poets were unique and original in their ideas and
thoughts. They don't along the way of their modern poets. They stood against theirs - followed their own way of writing poems. Vit: Metaphysical wit is also a notable feature of metaphysical poetry. Metaphysical wit is an expression of one's idea and thought, using aptly and technically, words and various speech figures in
a way that provide pleasure to readers. John Donne is called Monarch Wit in the history of metaphysical poetry. Platonic love: Platonic love is another feature of metaphysical poetry. Platonic love means spiritual love, free from elements of physical love. The conclusion of Metaphysical Poetry is not intended to be read



passively. His use of paradox, imagery, vanity and wit is intended to awaken the reader. Metaphysical poetry asks philosophical questions about religion, faith, spirituality and being. Order English Resumes for free educational tools and dictionaries. Dictionaries.
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